
Workshop 1: 
Spending Values



 About me
 - rapper theaterer educator...HISTORY OF 

ME



Let us Google us for you...

getshameless.com



What is Pockets 
Change?

Pockets Change is the 
winner of the 2022 
award for innovation in 
financial education

Congratulations to 
the winner of our 

2nd annual financial 
education song 

contest!

Pockets Change 
uses hip hop 

pedagogy to teach 
students, teachers, 

and families how 
to liberate their 

communities 
through personal 

finance

getshameless.com



Community Agreements
What does it take to create and hold space? These are the ways we create community 
and a brave space.

★ Treat everyone with empathy
★ Assume the best of others 
★ One mic, listen to learn 
★ Step up, step back
★ No scapegoats, it's all of us or none of us 
★ Their story is my story too
★ Ask why
★ Give yourself a break

 

What else? Please share via voice or chat



Expectations
vs

Reality

Expectations vs Reality



Taking control of your finances 
is a Revolutionary Act

You’re part of a system that’s designed to take you 
out:

➢ Bad credit score? Your landlord, employer, utility 
company, cell phone company, insurance 
company can penalize you

➢ Didn’t file taxes every year? Can’t buy a house, get 
a business loan, might owe back taxes

➢ No estate plan? All the work it took to accumulate 
wealth goes to lawyers and court fees

getshameless.com

Money 
Personality



Why Should We Talk About Money?





You’re not wrong, 

you’re not stupid, 

you’re not alone



FIND A MONEY BUDDY!



pocketschange.com/personality

Money 
Personality



Which Phrase Do You Relate 
To More?

A. I think more about the money I 
have now, it’s not real until it’s in 
my hands.

B. I’m usually spending money in my 
head before I even get it.

pocketschange.com/personality 

Money 
Buddy



A’s think more about NET 
WORTH (I care about what’s in 

the bank)

B’s think more about CASH 
FLOW (I know there’s more 

money coming) 

pocketschange.com/personality

Money Quiz Question 1:
Money 

Personality



Which Phrase Do You Relate 
To More?

A. I tend to plan ahead.
B. I tend to deal with things as they 

come.

pocketschange.com/personality 

Money 
Buddy



A’s tend to be more PROACTIVE 
(I better make a plan for every 

possible scenario, especially the 
worst ones)

B’s tend to be more REACTIVE 
(whatever happens, I’ll figure it 

out (probably?)

pocketschange.com/personality 

Money 
Personality

Money Quiz Question 2:



What’s Your Money Personality?

I’ll take care of it tomorrow...

More money, NO problems!

Money changes people, man... 

 More money, more problems!
Net 

Worth
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Complicator (aa) - Shame manifests as fear of being unprepared. 
You can be shamed into buying “sale” items you don’t want.

Contemplator (ab) - Shame manifests as self-recrimination. You can 
be shamed into paying late fees as penance.

Paper Chaser (ba) - Shame manifests as FOMO. You can be shamed 
into buying items for a new side hustle.

Money Monk (bb) - Shame manifests as survivor’s guilt. You can be 
shamed into picking up the tab.

Money Personalities & Shame 

brunchandbudget.com/
seechange
@brunchandbudget 



Money Buddy 

Share one thing you 
absolutely love about your 

money personality



SPEND

WHY DOES SAVING 
FEEL SO HARD TO DO?



getshameless.com

● Exposes the cumulative 
effect fees have on 
wealth redistribution 
from the poor and middle 
classes to wealthy 
corporations

● Traces the history of fees 
from the deregulation 
era of the 1970s to the 
present, tracking its 
effect on growing 
inequality in the US

● Argues that corporations 
employ "trick-and-trap" 
fees by hiding them in the 
complicated terms of 
agreement that 
accompany many 
consumer transactions, 
which effectively trick 
consumers into 
unknowingly paying 
exorbitant costs



getshameless.com

“What we've seen in the last two 
to three generations is the 
individual now has less time to 
read more complicated materials. 
The average individual today as 
opposed to two generations ago is 
commuting farther. They are 
working longer hours than in the 
1970s and 1960s. If you're a 
parent, you're in the middle of an 
educational arms race that college 
is more competitive than at any 
other time. 

Contracts have gotten 
exponentially longer than they 
were a generation or so ago. So 
here we are with more 
complicated contracts, more 
complicated legalese, while the 
American consumer has less and 
less time to deal with and read 
these materials.” - Devin Fergus 
interview



Greedflation? 

Can you think of any 
other examples of 
why it’s hard to 
save? 



📉 The average wealth of white families is 10 TIMES the 
wealth of Black families ($171,000 vs. $17,000)

📈 It will take 242 YEARS for the average Black family to 
catch up to the wealth of a white family today

📊 1 out of 3 families of color have a net worth of ZERO 
OR LESS vs. 1 out of 12 white households

The Racial Wealth Divide





THINGS DON’T JUST GO AWAY
HISTORICAL RACISM IS WHY YOU RELY ON TIPS TODAY

For workers regularly making more than $30 a month in tips, 
employers can currently pay as little as $2.13 an hour

“N****es take tips, of course; one 
expects that of them—it is a 
token of their inferiority. Tips go 
with servility, and no man who is a 
voter in this country is in the least 
justified in being in service.”

https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2019/07
/17/william-barber-tipping-racist-past-227361



https://www.thenation.co
m/article/economy/recessi
on-race-economy/

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.ni
h.gov/28910122/

In a recession PWIs are more likely to:
● Pitch predatory loan products (in 2008 Wells Fargo targeted Black 

ppl for what was called “Ghetto Loans”)
● Use discriminatory hiring practices (In 2010 18.4% of Black men 

were unemployed)
● The usual suspects (credit score, incarceration) turn maybes into 

hard nos
● Govt spending on schools, municipal safety, sewage systems get 

cut (Flint)
● Ppl get more Zero sum in general, so competitions become 

aggressive (they took our jobs)

https://www.theatlantic.co
m/business/archive/2015/0
6/black-recession-housing-r
ace/396725/

Recessions are Racist



The Marshmallow Test

➔ Study designed to predict child’s willpower and 
ability to delay gratification at an early age

➔ Why did some children eat the marshmallow right 
away and others could wait for the 2nd 
marshmallow?

➔ Theory was that ability to delay gratification leads 
greater personal responsibility which leads to 
greater success in life



The Marshmallow Myth

Not a predictor of personal responsibility but of socio-economic 
class

The failed replication of the marshmallow test does more than just debunk the 
earlier notion; it suggests other possible explanations for why poorer kids 
would be less motivated to wait for that second marshmallow. 

For them, daily life holds fewer guarantees: There might be food in the pantry 
today, but there might not be tomorrow, so there is a risk that comes with 
waiting. 

And even if their parents promise to buy more of a certain food, sometimes 
that promise gets broken out of financial necessity.



The Evolution Of A HabitSAVING

I hate it.
I don’t 
hate it.

I don’t even 
think about it.

Your Savings 
Plan



Habits Become Tradition

Tradition Becomes Truth

Truth Becomes Common Sense

What do you need to unlearn?

Are your habits helping you survive 

or helping you THRIVE?



SAVINGS PRINCIPLES

1. Pay yourself first. Now is the best time to 
save.

2. Saving is a decision, then a habit.

3. Saving is an action, not an amount.

4. To build a savings habit, you also need to 
change your spending habit.

5. Instead of saving for a thing, save for a 
feeling.

SAVING

brunchandbudget.com/podcast/bnb86 getshameless.com



Where you spend your 
money is a representation 

of what you value

You ALWAYS put 
your money where 

your mouth is

Spending Values



Share in Chat 

Share the last 5 things 
you spent money on.



The 
Basics

The 
Details

The 
Nothing

The YES

The Spending Values Matrix

Spending 
Values



The 
Basics

Spending 
Values

A.K.A. fixed expenses
The things you need 
to live and work
Know the number, but 
don’t get stuck here

Bills
Clothes
Groceries
Internet
Phone
Transportation

The Spending Values Matrix



The 
Details

Spending 
Values

The stuff that makes you 
feel like you. It’s the one 
you might feel guilty about. 
You were told this was a  
waste. Irresponsible. If you 
don’t responsibly budget for 
the things you enjoy in your 
details...

Eating with friends
Video Games
Candy
Sneakers
Nails
Books

The Spending Values Matrix



The 
Nothing

Spending 
Values

Eating with friends
Video Games
Candy
Sneakers
Nails
Books

...you’ll end up spending 
even more money here. 
When you don’t do things 
you enjoy, you can run out of 
willpower and that’s when  
advertising and convenience 
trick you into buying things 
you don’t even want

The Spending Values Matrix



WANTS 
ARE 

NEEDS 
TOO

Financial Resilience



The 
Basics

The 
Details

The 
Nothing

The YES

The Spending Values Matrix

Spending 
Values



How to Create a Spending Plan

1. Start with The Basics - Write down all of The Basics and add 
them up. These are your bills.

2. Calculate - How much do you have left over after The Basics are 
paid?

3. Savings - How much do you want to put towards The YES?
4. Decide on your Details- Put money towards the things that you 

value
5. Track your spending- Track one thing at a time (food, clothes, 

going out, etc.) 
Use tools you like: Spreadsheet, Paper/Pen, Apps

Spending Plan



Budgeting with Spending Plan



Spending Plan

How Do We Track Spending?
1) Sign your name on a piece of paper. Make it big, boisterous, and robust.

2) Take 3 different colored pens or markers and trace over 3 times in 3 
different ways:

Color 1: Stare at the signature the entire time you’re tracing. Don’t blink.

Color 2: Don’t look at the paper until after you’re done.

Color 3: Look at the paper, but don’t stare intensely at the signature. Feel 
free to check in every couple of letters, but spend most of the time looking 
at your signing hand. 



Taking control of your finances 
is a Revolutionary Act

Whether you want to be a 
millionaire or change the 

system, we’re here to show 
you how to use it without 

feeling used

getshameless.com



Thank You! 

dyalekt@pocketschange.com | @Dyalekt

Reach out if you have any questions! 

mailto:dyalekt@dyalekt.com

